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The BG News
Bush calls for
assessment of
troop efforts

BRIEFLY
Inside
Warming if coming:

America will be the first
to feel the global warming it
has primarly caused, according to a visiting Soviet
professor.
►See page 3.

The cats are coming:

Andrea Nordmann and
the rest of the Falcons are
on the hunt for Ohio University's Bobcats at Anderson
Arena tonight. Women begin at 5:45 p.m., while the
men tip oft at 8.
►See page 7.

Campus
Scholarship to be
awarded:

The Delbert L. Latta endowed
scholarship is
being
offered to
four University
students
— two incoming
freshmen
Latta
and two
continuing students.
The scholarships, $1000
each, will be awarded to
students who fulfill the basic requirements.
Applicants must have a
3.0 grade point average,
submit two letters of recommendation, high school
and college transcripts and
a 500 to 1000 word essay on
an aspect of the free enterprise system in the United
States.
Students must also have
involvement in some type of
campus organization and
have resided in a Northwest
Ohio county which Latta
represented during his 30
years as a congress representative or sixyears as a
representative for the state
of Ohio.
Interested students
should contact the University Relations Office at
372-2708.
Deadline for applicatons
in March 1.

Local
Shake those blues
away:

The Wood County Park
District will present a program entitled "Shake-Those-February-Blues" Walk
on Sunday, Feb. 6,2 to 3
p.m. at Otsego Park.
The program is free and
open to the public and will
take place indoors if bad
weather develops.
To pre-register or for
more information on this or
other information offered
by the Park District, call
353-1897.

Nation
Give us some sugar:

A study that found sugar
can ease newborns' reactions to pain is the first to
establish a strong link between taste and the way
humans respond to the sensation of pain, researchers
said Tuesday.
The 1989 study of 54 newborns examined pain responses to two common
firocedures in newborn inants.
Infants cried significantly
less during the procedures
when given sucrose than
when given a placebo, according to researchers led
by Elliott Blass, then a psychologist at Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore.

Weather
Chance of rain:

Today, cloudy with a
chance of rain. Highs in the
middle 40s to around 50. Tonight, cloudy with a chance
of rain. Lows in the lower
30s. Thursday highs in the
40s.
compiled from local and
wire reports

■G N»ws/Joy Murdoch

Every Pint Helps

Red Cross volunteer Frieda Evanoff tends to blood donor Gwendolyn Johnson, while Lesa Hall (right)
and Amy Miller (bottom) await their turn In the Northeast Commons Tuesday afternoon. The blood
drive continues until Friday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP)
— As allied warplanes battered
Iraq for a 20th day Tuesday,
President Bush said he was sending his defense secretary and top
military man to assess the war
effort.
The USS Missouri's 16-inch
guns boomed again overnight,
silencing a troublesome Iraqi artillery battery in Kuwait with six
2,000-pound shells, the U.S. military said.
In other developments, Syrian
and Iraqi forces exchanged fire
near the Saudi border, in the first
reported combat by Syria in the
Persian Gulf War, and another
four Iraqi warplanes reportedly
sought refuge in Iran.
Baghdad was rocked early
Tuesday by another allied bombardment, AP correspondent Salah Nasrawi reported from the
Iraqi capital. He said smoke and
fire reached into the sky and residents fled to bomb shelters. Nasrawi quoted travelers as saying
Saddam Hussein's hometown,
Tikrit, was also attacked.
In Washington, Bush told reporters he thinks the war is "going very well indeed," and again
said the conflict would "not be

Republicans to endorse student
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

Ward 1 candidate and USG senator Scott
Ziance will run with the aid of the Wood
County Republican party, but USG announced last Monday they will not endorse
Ziance.
While Ziance did seek
the support of both the Republican and Democratic
parties he has been opposed to Undergraduate
Student Government endorsement from the outset
of his campaign.
Ziance said he is happy
to be backed by the Republican party although the Ziance
plan deviates from his original intentions to
run as an independent with the support of
both local political parties.
"It looks as though I will be the Republican nominee for Ward 1 unless someone else
files [with the party] by surprise and a primary is necessary, he said.

Wood County Republican Party Chairperson Michael Marsh said the party stands behind Ziance and is receptive to the idea of
nominating a student.
Marsh said he believes Ziance's efforts
are beneficial to the entire community and
are not tainted by emotions surrounding last
semester's police/student conflict on East
Merry Avenue.
"[Ziance] is not just running because of
some ax-to-grind about a beer party," he
said. "The people will not take him lightly."
Marsh said the party was willing to endorse a student candidate because of the
success they had nominating former University student Don Pond four years ago.
Pond served as Ward 1 councilperson from
1987 to 1989.
"Pond proved a student can do well in
Ward 1 if they work hard," he said.
The nomination will be a key to strengthening his fledgling campaign, Ziance said,
explaining he will not gain the monetary
support of the party until nominated.
I will probably receive financial help, but
right now I am mainly benefiting from the
party's expertise," he said.

Ziance added he has started personal
fund-raising efforts by asking friends, family and community acquaintances for small
donations.

long and drawn out."
The president said he is sending
Secretary of Defense Dick
Cheney and Gen. Colin Powell,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, to Saudi Arabia late this
week to get "a first hand status
report" on the Persian Gulf War.
Allies maintain they are targeting military and strategic targets, but Iraq has repeatedly insisted the attacks are killing civilians. In a letter to newspapers
Tuesday, Iraqi Foreign Minister
Tariz Aziz said civilian casualties
See Oult, page 3.

Senate's
resolution
progresses

' 'I need all the help I can get," he said.
Ziance plans to name a campaign manager and other officials in the next three by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer
weeks.

The third time wasn't a charm
for a proposed Faculty Senate affirmative action policy, but the
resolution's proposers at least
feel progress is now being made.
Discussion on the People for
Racial Justice Committee resolution —originally proposed in
November — took up most of the
"The bill probably would have passed if I senate's two-hour meeting Tueshad not said I was opposed to it," he said. "I day. No action was taken, but
feel people agree with me that [fronting a senators are confident the debate
student candidate] would set a bad prece- will lead to a "yes" vote at the
senate's next meeting.
dent for the future.
"I'm not greatly disappointed
"It would not be a fair trade off for me to
get a few more votes and create a divided or surprised," said PRJ CoUSG," he added.
See Sonata, page 4.
In addition to the endorsement of the ReBublican party, Ziance said he is happy with
le failure Jan. 28 of a USG bill which called
for a student body endorsement of any students running forpublic office.
He believes USG was respecting his wishes to run without their support when the
assembly declined the bill.

Posters prove profitable
Promoter enjoys college-to-college vending
by Aaron Dorksen
staff writer

Imagine traveling to a new
country selling movie and concert posters, recording your
experiences for a book and
having the time of your life.
Such is the life for Darren
"Yan" Kelly, originally from
Brixton, England.
Kelly, 25, works for a British
promotions corporation responsible for putting up "concert billboards" around the
area where an upcoming concert will take place.
This week Kelly is at the Student Services building selling
his wares — a combination of
left over original advertisements from England and reprints of some of the more popular ones which his firm has
ordered.
He came to the United States
a year ago after putting up and
selling posters around the London area for four years. Kelly
waits for a new shipment and
heads out with his partner to
cities and college campuses
between Boston and Chicago.
When they reach an assigned
area they split up and work
neighboring areas. For example, while Kelly is at the University, his traveling partner is
working in Findlay for the
week.
According to Kelly, people's
tastes differ around the coun-

try, but wherever he goes, he
has no problem selling certain
groups.
Depeche Mode, Mariah Carey,
Pink Floyd and Led Zeppelin are
popular throughout the country,
Kelly said. He will be selling posters in the Student Services Building for the remainder of the week
before taking his act on the road
once more.
Kelly said he enjoys taking his
posters around the country and
meeting a variety of people. He
also said he keeps a journal of his
travels and plans to write a book
eventually.
"Consumerism fascinates
me," Kelly said. "It's quite a
groovy lifestyle that I lead.'
Kelly admits besides selling
esters, he is avoiding paying his
xes back home.
"Call me a poll tax dodger,"
Kelly said. "A professional bill
avoider.

prides himself on thumbing his
nose at authority.
For instance, the method of advertising Kelly and his associates
used in England was effective but
a little on the illegal side. It is illegal to post ads in England without a permit.

"When a concert was coming to
town we would totally blitz the
area around it, putting up posters
everywhere," Kelly said. "We
would put up posters on boarded
up buildings, signs or anything
else we found."
Although his work in the United
States is mostly enjoyable, it can
sometimes be tiresome. Kelly
said he looks toward to having a
good day of sales because if he
does then he doesn't have to sleep
in his van.
"When I sell a lot I'll get a room
but if not I'll kip [stay ] in the van
'cause it's always nice and cozy."
On the other hand, "Sometimes
this job interests me as much as
"So far they haven't caught up eating a bowl of toenails," he
with me, but my mum's getting said.
the blunt of it back home. I'm not
worried though because my mum When the job gets him down,
is like me, she won't give an Kelly said he gets out his noteinch," Kelly said.
book and writes in his journal or
The poll tax — an tax on indi- corresponds with his many penviduals regardless of income — is pals across the country.
so unpopular in England that riot- Kelly explained he finds his
ing among the lower and middle Knpals by writing up a flier with
i address and a few funny
classes began when it was passed
about a year ago.
things about himself and posting
Kelly may not be popular with it around the different campuses
British authorities now, but he he visits.

•eMww/JayMurtJoc*
Darren Kelly hunts down a Genesis poster tor a student In the
Student Services lorum Tuesday afternoon. Kelly travels around
the country selling posters at various campuses.

Economy blamed
for high tuition
lA/e continue to hear about how important education
¥ wis and how so many politicians are "education"
leaders. Nevertheless, the cost of attending state universities continues to climb.
Who is to blame? Who can the scapegoat be?
For better or worse there is no clear villain, instead a
troubled economy and changing demographics.
The University Board of Trustees increased room
and board costs by 6.8 percent. This is a direct result of
the current recession, a decrease in state funding and
declining enrollment.

Recently Gov. George Voinovich, cut $45 million
from the Board of Regents' budget to decrease the
state deficit. On the local level, the cut cost the University $2 million in funding. This results in a 3 percent
loss of the University's total instructional subsidy.
Later this semester the trustees will vote on whether
or not to raise the instructional fees. Indications are,
fees will keep pace with room and board.
If it is possible to avoid or lessen instructional fee increases, the deadline is at hand. Administrators will
make the decisions they believe they must, but rising
costs are obviously not good for declining enrollment.
The trustees can be commended for not being too
conservative at a time when changes are needed despite the economic obstacles.
Next year's room and board increase will provide
partial funds for Macintosh Classic or IBM PS/2 computers for residents living in Chapman Hall. Students
who desire the computer option have to pay an addi-

tional $135 to $195 per semster, but the cost is significantly cheaper than renting a computer from the Unviersity's computer services.
Once implemented, the University will be the only
state-supported school in Ohio to offer computers in
student rooms — which could alleviate enrollment
problems somewhat by becoming a selling point.
This will be a nice feather in the University's cap, but
is now the time for innovation? Computers are important and welcome, but when the expected tuition increase comes, does that mean the faculty salaries will
rise?
Increases are often impossible to avoid, but students
deserve their money's worth. Greater costs cannot be
defended when the status quo remains the same.
University President Paul Olscamp argued the University is one of the state's most affordable. We want it
to be one of the best too.
For now things are improving... for now.

LETTERS
War fosters threats Actions against
toward U.S.-Arabs morale boosting

Class brings U.S. and Soviets together
Throughout my three years at
the University, I have taken some
interesting classes. Sure, there's
also been the boring ones which I
had to drag myself out of bed to
j make it to. But this semester I am
taking a class in which I am experiencing something that I have
never seen before; the integration of the ideas of two countries
who are former enemies — The
Soviet Union and the United
States.
Even five years ago, these
countries could not be used in the
same sentence and stand for anything remotely positive. In fact,
we've been enemies for the
majority of my lifetime. I missed
most of the Cold War, although
some of its after effects are still
evident. However, I clearly remember the nuclear arms races
and how worried I was about a future Soviet/U.S. nuclear conflict.
I remember learning in junior
high school about the the Soviet
Union's destructive potential. I
remember jokes downgrading
: the Russians. In fact, there is a
; "Wham It" punching bag in the
newsroom right now (which I do
use frequently, by the way) which
gives directions to the user to utilize it "because of the Russians."
I could go on listing other examples of my past antipathy
toward the country, but I think I've made my point. Until recently,
however, I have never fully rea-

lized how important it is that we
can now consider the Soviets our
allies. In fact, I don't believe I
have ever actually thought of
them as friends, due to the constant negative connotations I
have been exposed to.
I am involved in a global warming class, which will end with a
teleconference with the Soviets
through a 'space bridge'. Our

Off the
Beat
By
Jill Novak
classes will study the topic
throughout the semester, then
share and discuss ideas and
viewpoints of the problem.
The organization and planning
of this class has taken in excess of
100 hours, and part of the class
involves four students from the
class going to Russia. This past
week, several Soviet students,
their instructor and several Mendeleev Institute's delegates were
at the University.

Tuesday, Natasha Tarasova
spoke to our class and anyone
else who wanted to hear her
speak, which turned out to be a
pretty large group. Tarasova
spoke very good English and
everyone seemed to like her. In
fact, the audience seemed eager
to hear her opinions. She had a
sense of humor. She did not speak
with anger or resentment toward
the United States. She was friendly, open, and very approachable.
She was not what I expected.
And, then there were the students. They also spoke fluent
English, although I did not get the
chance to speak to any involved
in the class. However, when I sat
down in the class, the person next
to me immediately turned to me
and introduced himself. "Hello, I
am Damiil," he said. He told me
he was a Russian student attending University of Toledo who
came to talk with the Russian
students here.
I spoke with Damiil for a few
minutes, but wished it could have
lasted a few hours. In fact, the
questions I did ask him I now believe are ignorant. For example,
I asked him "So, when are you going back to Russia?" He kind of
looked at me like I was crazy and
said, "Well I was kind of hoping to stay here for awhile, you
know? I like it here." I think he
took my question as "So, when
are you going to get the hell out of

here," but that wasn't at all what
I was trying to get across. I was
just curious to hear more about
his country. But, I guess I wasn't
all "foot in mouth because he
asked for my phone number and
asked if he could call me if he
visited Bowling Green again,
which he expected to do soon. So,
I guess I made my first Russian
friend.
And, I'm not the only one here
who has made a friend. Before I
registered for this class, I talked
to Lawrence Friedman (who basically organized the entire space
bridge aspect of the class).
Friedman told me of the fun and
sometimes wild nights he and the
Bowling Green constituents (who
included Paul Olscamp, Doug
Neckers, and Richard Newlove)
had with Rector Pavel Sarkasov
and the rest of the Russians when
they visited in October. He described Olscamp and Sarkasov as
a "very good pair." In fact, he
was elated with the entire experience.
I know this class is going to
take a lot of work, but I believe
I'll learn a great deal. Already,
I've learned more than I've
learned in a semester in other
classes. And, who knows. Maybe
I'll talk to Damiil again.
Jill Novak is managing editor
for The News and a junior journalism major from Stow.

Editor The News:
We are fast reaching a point
where we, as community members and as a nation, are dehumanizing this Persian Gulf war at
a personal and individual level. It
is one thing for American generals to refer to Iraqi soldiers as
cockroaches, but for us as faculty
and students to suddenly take
direct attacks against Iraqi peoEle reveals a barbarism I had
oped was beneath us.
A Kuwaiti school girl had to be
withdrawn from the Bowling
Green school system because of
anti-Arab harassment and
threats (no matter that it is her
country we are trying to liberate). Jordanian shopkeepers,
Palestinian students, U.S. citizens who were naturalized 20
years ago — all are open to attack
by so-called patriots. An automobile decorated with the Iraqi
symbols was pummeled with
sledge hammers — marchers
burned the Iraqi flag. These and
many more events are multiplying with astonishing speed.
What does that teach us about
ourselves? That we have much
more in common with overzealous Moslem fundamentalists
than we realized? That we, like
murderers and rapists, can detach ourselves from the human
victims of our country's military
attacks? That we can rationalize
killing only if the dead are subhuman?
The U.S. media spend hundreds
of inches covering one accidental
American injury and only a few
words describing thousands of
Iraqi battle deaths. No matter
that we are bombarded with
deceitful news coverage from
Baghdad. We all know the real
cost of war. To a large extent,
Iraqis may be as much victims of
Hussein as anyone. We should be
capable of understanding that
this war is real. If we continue to
allow our emotions to dredge up
the worst within us, we will be the
vanquished, regardless of the
outcome of the battles in Saudi
Arabia.
Kendall Stiles,
political science

signs inexcusable
Editor The News:
I have been attending the University for the past five years,
both as an undergraduate and
currently as a master's degree
candidate. I have never written a
letter to the editor or felt the need
to until now. During the past five
Sears I have witnessed student
ehaviors ranging from the responsible to the stupid, but last
Friday night inexcusable rudeness occurred in my apartment
building.
Friday afternoon, as part of
Operation Orange Ribbon my
roommates and I made and hung
an orange bow on our door. Operation Orange Ribbon is a program that encourages Americans
to hang orange ribbons to show
support for the American troops
fighting in the Persian Gulf war.
My boyfriend, a high school
teacher, is currently in Saudi
Arabia serving as an officer of his
National Guard unit from Piqua,
O.
Later that same night the orange bow was ripped off of our
door and kicked down the stairs.
Granted, I have heard of more
serious and destructive behaviors, but when our nation is at
war, symbols of pride and support are crucial toward establishing and maintaining positive
morale among our troops, along
with serving as a reminder to the
families and friends of soldiers
that we are not alone in our concerns and desires for peace.
I have one question for this person who felt the need to destroy a
symbol of peace and support:
Why? Apart from being an act of
destruction of the people's property, I view this as an affront to
supportive and peaceful efforts
toward soldiers who are family
members and friends. Please
think about your actions next
time because all of us have the
power to affect the feelings of one
person or the attitudes of
thousands.
Eva Cox,
EDCI Graduate Student
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Campus
Global warming a real threat for U.S
Russians visit in concern for environmental good
by Jill Novak
managing editor

to N*w«/S1ephanle Lewis

Natalia Tarasova speaks on "Attitudes Toward Global Warming
In the Soviet Union" Tuesday evening. Tarasova Is a protesor at
the Mendeleev Institute In Moscow.

Global warming is a problem affecting all
humankind, but according to a Russian professor visiting the University, the United States
stands to be the country most affected by this
serious environmental problem.
Natalia Tarasova, a professor at the Mendeleev Institute of Technology who has been at
the University for the past week, said research
about global warming indicates "at first it will
be all right for the Soviet Union, but the United
States suffers."
Regions in the United States may experience
droughts, hurricanes, and/or flooding due to
temperature increases which could be "2.5 degrees Celsius if we continue to live as we now
Eve," Tarasova said.
The United States already has seen evidence
of the global warming process, according to
Tarasova.
Global warming is a growing environmental
and scientific concern around the world. The
components most responsible for a global increase in temperature include carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, and chlorofluorocarbons.
Predicted results of the phenomenon could
prove to be disastrous for certain areas of the
world.
.
.. „ ^
"The U.S. has already started to suffer, she
said, indicating typhoons and a low harvest and
drought across the United States in 1988. She
also noted a major increase of temperatures in
1988 in cities including Washington, D.C. and

"I don't know about you, but I'm
really worried about mankind.
We should do something [about
global warming]. That's why we
came."
-Natalia Tarasova.
Soviet professor
Omaha, Neb.
Even if the United States attempts to stabilize
itself by changing fertilizers and stabilizing
production of energy sources from alternate
sources, temperatures will still probably rise 1.5
degrees Celsius.
the United States is more at risk than the Soviet Union because America is the leading producer of components responsible in global
warming, Tarasova said.
For example, the United States is much more
likely to produce chlorofluorocarbons, which
are found in air conditioners, refrigerators, and
in aerosal cans.
"We were lucky [ in the respect of not producing many CFCs], Tarasova said. "We don't
have air conditioning or enough refrigerators."
Although there is evidence global warming is
occurring in parts of the Soviet Union, Tarasova
said some Soviet scientists actually believe the
warming could be beneficial.
D See Warming, page 4

Gulf
Q Continued from page 1.
have risen to 428 killed and more
than 650 wounded.
The official radio reported 373
more air raids Monday, and said
residential areas were among
those hit.
Baghdad radio also said heating oil, gasoline, cooking gas and
other fuels were no longer being
sold to civilians. The halt in heating oil sales this week apparently
allowed residents no chance to

The radio broadcast a series of
stock up against the winter cold.
Baghdad radio declared the al- cryptic messages that sounded
lies must pay for the destruction like coded instructions for terror
attacks by agents abroad. It was
they have rained on Iraq.
impossible to tell if they were
"Do not spare any interest of genuine.
any of the countries taking part in
Group Capt. Niall Irving of the
the aggression against your
brethren," an announcer said. Royal Air Force said Tuesday at
"Fight them with all your force, least two more Iraqi aircraft esin all their dens, wherever they caped to Iran overnight. The allies earlier estimated nearly 100
are."

Tehran television said four
Iraqi planes have taken refuge in
Iran, which promised to impound more Iraqi planes landed in Iran
on Monday and Tuesday.
the planes until after the war.
"Overnight, the Iraqi air force
has once again shown a glimmer
of activity," Irving said. "From
airfields near Baghdad, more
Iraqi aircraft, believed to be
transport airplanes, managed to
get airborne and make good their
escape to Iran."

Irving also said one-third of the
key bridges in Iraq have been
destroyed by allied air raids, and
many more have been damaged.
He snowed videotape of an attack
that knocked out a bridge over
the Euphrates River in southern
Iraq.
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Valentine's Day Raffle
Thursday is our last day!
Tickets $1.00
1st MW
2nd Prix*:
3rd Prlz«:
4th Prlz«:

Dinner (or two
Two movie tickets
Flowers
Candy
Flowers
Two Movie Tickets
Original Cookie Co Cooke
Two Movie Tickets
Valentine's Day Balloons
Two Movie Tickets

<9

Tickets Sold: Feb. 4th - 7th (8:3Q - 2:3Q)

♦

Feb. 5th - Ed. Bldg.
Feb. 6th - MSC Bldg.
Feb. 7th - Ed. Bldg.
Drawing Monday, Fob. 11th

*

Prizes Provided By:

352-5620

CHOOSE from over 350
apartments, duplexes,
& houses
Prime Locations
<>'/.• and 12
month leases «
available

The
[Personal
\Famtiy
t Touch!

Easy Street
Myles Florist
Woodland Cinemas
Original Cookie Co.
In Good Taste

mm

NEWLOVE
RENTALS
328 S. Main

**

Alpha Gamma Delta Presents
Their 1991 Executive Officers
President
Amy Riemersma
V.P. Scholarship
Marie Applin
V.P. Fraternity Education. .Maggie Veverka
Recording Secretary
Carrie Weller
Corresponding Secretary
Libby Ward
Treasurer
jft,.. . Julie Graham
Panhellenic Delegate
Melissa Young
Activities... .&*,.
Dawn Pencil
House
^P^^ •
-*l|§" Marie Liggett
Membership
Caroline Roser
Philanthropy
J^... Adrienne Speizer
Publicity..
/!^^^^.. Cheryl Levandoski
Rush Chairman
Melissa Minotti
Ritual
Debbie Pax
Social
Julie Wright
Standards
Leigh Merchant

Work
on the
Coast...

A new organization is being established in an effort to raise consciousness about racism at the
University. The group is called
WAR — Whites Against Racism
and it is geared specifically for
white students.
"White people need to talk
about racism and then more
whites will start to treat racism
as a serious crime," said Conrad
Pritscher, professor of education.
According to Pritscher, the
problem of racism can be solved
only if whites discuss it and come
up with solutions, because it is
whites doing the oppressing and
whites who suffer from the "sickness" of racism.
In a course taught by Pritscher
(Education in a Pluralistic Society), Scott Frey, Teresa Smith
and others came to a greater understanding about racism and
decided to enlighten other whites
about racism.
"It will have a lot more affect
to have whites educate themselves," Frey said. "That way
they might listen to each other
more."
Frey also said being in an all
white group will make white students feel more at ease in expressing themselves about racism.
The group conducted a survey
after their first meeting last semester and found some interesting, if not disappointing answers.
For example, 61 percent of
those surveyed snowed they were
angered but did not say anything
D See Racism, page 5.
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You can go to Key West
for only $385
This includes hotel and transportation
for March 23-31, 1991. Accomodations
are at the Inn on the Wharf, and are
quad occupancy.

If you are interested and
need more information
please call 2-2343. We
will be happy to answer
any questionsl
A $100 deposit is due at sign-up.
uno
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by Emily Vosburg and Danny Gray
staff writers

Time is running out! You must
act now to get in on this great
Spring Break deal offered by
QDSYSN

N, S. S. L. H. A.
Sf&Mk Student Speech Language Hearing AMOCloflon)

uno

New group
discusses
solutions
to racism

uno

You want a summer job that's more
than money and work experience. You
want a job where you can make friends
and enjoy free time fun.
Cedar Point's 3,200 jobs have what
you're looking for: good pay. the chance
for a substantial bonus, housing
available (for 18 and older), valuable
work experience, a recreation program
and an entire amusement park and beach
to enjoy when you're off-duty.
Slop by and talk to us about the
opportunities available. Cedar Point
recruiters will be interviewing at:
BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY
DATE: Tuesday, Feb. 12
Wednesday, Feb. 13,1991
TIME: 10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
PLACE: University Union Alumni Rooms
You don't need an appointment If you have questions,
please give us a call at
(419)627-2245.
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TIRED

OF
ROOMMATE
HASSLES?
TRY A ONE
BEDROOM
EFFICIENCY
at

POE ROAD
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*APARTMENTS^
*215 E. Poe Road*
Call 352-0717

Congratulations
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Women discuss issues, alternatives in forums
Feminists gather from 49 states for NO W workshop Series to deal with reproductive freedom
by Julie Potter
flaff writer

AKRON — Young feminists
from 49 states gathered in Akron
this past weekend for the first
National Young Feminist Conference.
"We had over 700 high school
and college students and young
professionals attend the conference from every state but North
Dakota," said Molly Yard, president of the National Organization
For Women (NOW).
Workshop sessions offered
throughout the weekend convention at the Akron Quaker Square
Hilton were well received and indicative of contemporary concerns.

"All across the country, students are
spontaneously organizing. It is time to bring
them full force into the feminist movement."
-Molly Yard, NOW president
group," she said.
Yard said another workshop
which was particularly wellattended was "Taking the
Power: Electoral Strategies for
Feminist Candidates."
"Young women are starting to
realize that they can run for office and win. It used to be that
women never ran for office, but
now they're coming on strong,"
Yard said.

According to Yard, this conference was held because "a lot of
"The most popular workshops new young members are joining
by far were the ones concerning NOW, and although many of them
date rape, pornography, the joined chiefly to work on reproEqual Rights Amendment, and ductive rights issues, we are findviolence against women, which is ing that they want to know about
an issue that seems to be of spe- other issues as well."
cial interest to this particular age
She said the main reason the

Young Feminist Conference was
such a success is obvious.
"All across the country, students are spontaneously organizing. It is time to bring them full
force into the feminist movement," she said.
The National NOW Conference
was the deciding body when it
came to organizing the Young
Feminist Conference, Yard said.
The next meeting of the
National NOW Conference is expected to take place in early July
in New York City, where it will be
decided when and where the next
Young Feminist Conference will
occur.
"It looks very promising that
there will be other conferences in
the future," according to Yard.

A film and discussion series
concerning reproductive freedom for women will begin tonight at 7:30 and continue for
seven weeks until March 20.
The series, organized by Students For Choice, will deal with
general topics, ranging from
parental notification to the actual abortion procedure to
alternatives to medical abortion.
The idea for the film series
came about when Denise Hartsough, assistant professor of
RTVF, heard someone in her
church saying he was a patient
escort at Toledo Center For
Choice and the patients really
needed support.
Hartaough, who provided the
films for the series from her
personal collection, said a television program about abortion
really got her thinking.

"I'm at the age now when I'm
starting to think about starting
my own family and some of the
things I heard about abortion —
that the end result was a baby
in a dish — really bothered
me." she said.
She said the show reported
that 90 percent of abortions are
performed in the first trimester. "They showed what an
abortion looks like, and that
reassured me," Hartsough
said.
Hartsough decided the film
series would be a good idea, not
Kst for students but for anyone
the community who believed
strongly about the issue of reproductive freedom.
"A lot of students think that
the residents of Bowling Green
are ultraconservative, but
there are many people who care
about this issue,' she said.
According to Hartsough,
community response has been
positive about the film series.
''We even had one member of

the community offer to pay1 for
the entire cost of the series. '
ers for the discussion
of the series include
l and Susan McCarthy
from Toledo Center For Choice.
Another speaker is expected
to be Mary Alexander. Alexander is training to become a liaison between the courts and
teen-age girls who need to bypass parental notification laws.
"Our goal for this series is for
people who care about these issues to get together to discuss
them," Hartsough said.

"The two are incompatible."
However, some senators said
the best qualified candidate —
regardless of race or gender —
must be hired to uphold standards.
"[The resolution] doesn't seem
to promote racial justice — it
Eromotes mediocrity," said sena>r Thomas Attig.
Other discussion centered on
defining who is included under
the minority title, and how University officials would know the
race or gender of a candidate
without seeing that person.
Two measures — a separate
resolution and a motion introduced Tuesday — may help the
resolution pass if they are incorporated into the resolution for the
senate's next meeting.
Senators David Roller and
Stuart Givens introduced a

resolution before the meeting
supporting affirmative action,
but proposing a more conservative approach.
"The resolution differs in a
number of ways except the substance, which is in support of affirmative action," Roller said.
Senator Elliot Blinn also introduced a motion requesting more
money be placed in the University's minority recruitment fund,
and requiring periodic updates on
how the money would be used.
Neither request is stipulated in
the PRJ or Roller/Givens resolutions.
Lester Barber, executive assistant to University President Paul
Olscamp, proposed part of the
Roller/Givens resolution and the
Blinn motion be included with the
PRJ resolution. The proposal was
accepted, but technicalities pre-

vented any changes from being
permanently made to the PRJ
amendment.
It is expected, however, that
the committee will rewrite the
resolution including the Roller/Givens and Blinn measures,
and will present it at the senate's
next meeting.
In other business, Vice President for Academic Affairs Eloise
Clark updated senate members
on the state budget situation.
Gov. George Voinovlcn cut nearly
$45 million from the Ohio Board
of Regents' budget Friday, a
move which will cost the University almost $2 million for the remainder of the fiscal year.
"I think it's fair to say we'll
survive this year fairly well," she
said. "The greater concern is
planning ahead for next year."

said.
Tarasova predicted European
cities on the coast have a chance
of being totally flooded, whereas
areas in the Soviet Union "shall
not suffer" immediately.
She focused on Venice, Italy, a
city which she said "could completely disappear" if the sea level
rises four meters. "All buildings
would be destroyed," she said.
Tarasova said she is concerned
there is a lack of realization about

global warming across the world.
"I don't know about you, but
I'm really worried about mankind. We should do something
[about global warming]. That's
why we came [to the University]," she said.
However, she said she is "not
for sure" whether the United
States is doing enough to address
the problem, Dut said the recent
Clean Air Act is a step in the right
direction.

by Julie Potter
staff writer

All films will begin 7:30 p.m.
on Wednesday nights at the
United Christian Fellowship
Center in the Fellowship Hall,
except for Feb. 20, when the
meeting will be take place in
the Crypt of UCF.
Tonight's topic is parental notification, with the film "Abortion Denied'' being shown.
There is no admission fee for
any of the films.

Senate
a Continued from page 1.
Chairperson Clifford Brooks.
"I'm more confident now than before that we can get this worded
the way we want to and get it
passed."
The resolution — slightly ammended from the earlier PRJ
resolution twice tabled — is an attempt to define an affirmative action policy at the University. Its
recommendations include:
•> When a pool of candidates who
meet the essential requirements
is gathered, hiring preference
should be given to minority candidates;
•►Minority faculty or administrators should be considered for
openings before an external
search is conducted;
► The University should make

retention and graduation of minority students a priority;
►Job opening announcements
should be included in minoritycentered media as well as traditional media, and advertisements should encourage minorities to apply for openings.
Debate centered on many of the
same issues as at previous meetings — what hiring preference
means, and whether University
minorities should be hired before
external searches are conducted.
Senator Peter Wood said he
found many problems in the
resolution.
"I don't like many parts of this
resolution," he said. ''I don't like
the idea of promotion from
within."

^
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However, he said the senate
should support an affirmative action resolution, even if the members do not agree with the methods it uses.
"There's no such thing as a free
lunch," he said. "If we wish to
better the inclusion of minorities,
we have to pay a price and live
with procedures of which we
don't thoroughly approve."
Senator Richard Ward, an originator of the resolution, said
senate members were confusing
equal opportunity employment
and affirmative action.
"If you believe in affirmative
action, then you have to let go of
the concept that [you] will hire
any minority who is the bestqualified candidate," he said.
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Warming
O Continued from page 3.
For example, Siberia is now
experiencing an increase in temEratures, which may mean betr harvests and could resolve the
foodproblem.
"Then, maybe, we shall not
have to buy food from the United
States," Tarasova said.
However, if global warming
were to increase progressively
throughout the years, it would
eventually be a problem, she

FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500

Deadline: Friday, March 1, 1991
The Frazicr Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was
established in 1973 in recognition of Frazicr Reams, Sr. and his distinguished
service in the broadcasting industry as a member of Congress and as a
Trustee of Bowling Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to
pursue careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting,
journalism, political or governmental service, public health, community
service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior is a student
with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of
his/her senior year, and will graduate no sooner than May 1992. Each fellow
will receive $1,500. The selection of fellows will be based on an initial screening
process and further review which may include personal interviews.
The application form and all support materials, including letters of
recommendation, must be submitted to the University Relations Office,
Milcti Alumni Center by 4 p.m., Friday, March 1, 1991.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni
Center; School of Mass Communications, 302 West Hall; and the Political
Science Department, 115 Williams Hall.

*$* START A TRADITION «£&>
e°
ROCK THE TOWN

UPTOWN
presents

Rock & Roll all nlte long on
THURSDAYS
No cover over 21
$1 under 21 all nlte

Got An
Opinion?

$C&^M
MAGAZINE
... is looking for volunteers to participate in a discussion group
about'Death and Dying' to be published in the Spring 1991 issue.
Meeting: February 18, 8 p.m.
Call Christian or Deb for more info.
372-2604

"Student on the
Street" opinions will
be videotaped 11
a.m.-1 p.m. Thur. in
the Union Oval
by the
KEY Video
Yearbook.

Be There!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER 8c FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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UAOMardi Gras plans
diverse cultural activities
by Jennifer Walrath

writer
Saturday night's Mardi Gras in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom will
culminate UAO events with an international focus that begins today.
The University Activities Organization selected this year's
theme —"International Celebration" — in an attempt to expose
students to a diverse sampling of
activities.
"We feel that by incorporating
multi-cultural activities, we wiu

better serve and involve the diverse interests of the campus
community," said Kate Ruffuig,
UAO internal affairs coordinator.
The festivities begin 7:30 tonight in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom with a lecture by an Irish
and a Colombian speaker about
international relations.
The international flavor continues Thursday with "Dessertfest" in Prout Cafeteria where
international treats can be sampled for SO cents.
Italian cinema will continue the
theme on Friday with two show-

ings of the Italian Oscar-winning
film "Cinema Paradiso" at 7:45
and 10 p.m. in 210 Math Science.
The week's grand finale will be
Saturday night when the "International Celebration" takes place
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom 7
p.m. to midnight. Theme booths,
casino games, caricaturists, a
reggae band, ethnic food and music will be featured.
In addition, an auction featuring prizes donated by local businesses will highlight the night's
events. The actual Mardi Gras
observance is Tuesday, Feb. 12 —
the day before Lent.

Intramurals become sporty
Students look to sports for relaxation, competition
by Trish Thiel
writer
More people are looking into intramural sports
as a break from studies and work, according to a
Student Recreation Center official.
Janet Rowe, secretary for intramural sports,
said registration and popularity of intramural
teams has increased this semester.
"They (students) want to have some fun, some
relaxation, away from studies," she said.
Softball and basketball are the most popular intramural sports and the intramural office often
has to turn away teams, Rowe said.
Registration for men's, women's, and co-ed intramural curling ended Tuesday and today for
men's doubles racquetball. Applications should be

returned to Room 108 in the Student Recreation
Center.
Other spring intramural sports offered at the
SRC include volleyball, women's racquetball,
bowling, soccer, softball, tennis, track and field,
and a golf tournament. Deadlines for these sports
are in March and April.
The fee for intramurals is a (5 forfeit fee for individuals and a $10 fee for teams. Rowe said
money is returned if the team or individual does
not forfeit.
Limits have been set for teams and participation
is available on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Men's doubles racquetball is limited to 48 teams.
Limits depend on the amount of court space and
time available, Rowe said.
Men's doubles racquetball begins Feb. 11,5 to 11
p.m. Monday-Thursday.

Racism

Bronze Goddess

■O N»wi/Toda Swanson

□ Continued from page 3.
when they hearcLa racist remark.
According to Frey, the group
also asked how people perceived
some negative black attitudes
toward the white race. Thirtyseven percent said it was a reaction to white racism, 35 percent
said it was conditioned and 18
percent said it was unjustified.
"This tells me that mere's not a
lot of knowledge (out there],"
said Frey. " It is time that we

(whites) make a change."
"There will probably be some
skepticism in the black community on campus, but if they really
make an impact here, that wiu
probably change," said Cedric
Lewis, public relations director
for the Board of Black Cultural
Affairs.
"They can make a definite impact if they have the right resources and if they are allowed to
grow and maintain. This Univer-

sity has a way of making certain
organizations defunct."
Frey said the group is working
toward becoming a recognized
student organization. They plan
to meet once or twice a month
and also would like to sponsor
ethnic events and possibly a
multicultural dance this semester.
The next meeting is Feb. 11 at 8
8 m. in the lounge on the second
oor of the Student Services
Building.

Brenda Piasecki pours molten bronze into a mold after carving a pendant Into It. Brenda. a senior
psychology major, decided to take Advanced Jewelry Design 322 because "casting is so much
more tun than the fabrication we did In beginning jewelry."
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This Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
the Union's Faculty Lounge the
Society will address press
coverage in the Persian Gulf war.
Free and open to the public.
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Bowling Green Philharmonia
Emily Freeman Brown, conduclor
Malcom Bilson, fonepiano soloist
Mazari 's Piano Concerto No. 9
in E-flai Major, K.271
Saturday, February 9 at 8pm
KOBACKER HALL, BGSU
To Reserve Tickets Call 372-8171
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Alpha Phi Proudly
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1991 New Initiates
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Elsewhere
Allied aid to cut U.S. spending Gorbachev rejects
Foreign countries pledge $51 billion to help Americans
by Alan Fram
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — President Bush said
Tuesday $51 billion in pledges from allied
countries should enable the United States to
contain its own spending for the first months
of the Persian Gulf War to $15 billion.
But on Capitol Hill, Democrats complained the United States has received little
of the promised monetary help and pressed
the administration to aggressively collect it
and seek more.
White House Budget Chief Richard Darman told Congress he was confident the
money would arrive and said Bush's campaign for the assistance has gone better than
anticipated.
Darman visited the Senate Budget Committee, where he testified on the $1.45 trillion
fiscal 1992 budget Bush unveiled on Monday.
He talked of the President's plan to shift
some spending within Medicare, education
and other programs to poorer beneficiaries
from those better able to pay, but spent
much of his time parrying questions about
war costs.
"We have extraordinary contributions,
way more than people had expected," Darman told the budget panel.
Germany has pledged $6.6 billion and
Japan has promised $9 billion, Darman
noted.
At the White House, Bush told reporters

when combined with the $15 billion for the
war included in his budget, the $51 billion in
promised foreign help should be sufficient.
"I am confident that what we have in there
will take care of it," he said.
Darman provided the budget panel with
updated cost figures for the war. He said the
K'ce tag for the troop deployment through
c. 31 was $11.1 billion, up from an earlier
$10 billion estimate.
For that period, he said the Allies have
pledged $9.74 billion, of which $5.32 billion in
cash and $1.3 billion worth of supplies and
services have been received. Nations that
have promised contributions include Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, Japan, Germany, South
Korea, and the United Arab Emirates.
He said for the first three months of 1991,
the allies have promised $41.78 billion.
"Most people would say $41.8 billion for a
quarter is going to turn out to be a very, very
substantial portion of the actual costs incurred." Darman said.
He also said American officials have told
contributing countries that the United States
will seek additional aid if the fighting extends beyond March 31.
Some Democrats said, however, that some
allies were still not doing their share. Budget
Chairman James Sasser, D-Tenn., specifically cited Japan.
"This is a very sound investment for
them," Sasser said. "If they can protect
their oil supply for $9 billion and no loss of

Japanese lives, I'd say that's one of the
greatest bargains in the history of mankind."
Bush's budget for the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1 received mostly mild criticism
from the lawmakers, who in past years have
been more hostile to administration spending plans.
A major reason for the muted response is
that Bush and lawmakers agreed to spending limits in last fall's five-year deficitreduction deal. For the most part, the only
questions left are over how to divide the
money up.
Sasser complained that the document did
little to combat the recession or to boost
social services, and promised to rearrange
some of its priorities in the coming weeks.
Another lawmaker. Sen. Kent Conrad,
D-N.D., called the spending plan's proposal
to reduce farm aid "an assault on rural
America."
Darman touted the budget's plan to limit
many benefits for the well-to-do and make
more money available for the poor. For example, support would be eliminated for
farmers earning more than $125,000 annually, and more education grants would be
shifted to students with the greatest financial needs.
"Don't take poor people and start them out
in life with an enormous burden of debt,"
Darman said.

Lithuanian ballot
MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail
Gorbachev stepped up his war of
words with Lithuanian leaders on
Tuesday by rejecting their independence poll set for Saturday
and ordering instead a Kremlincontrolled referendum.
Lithuanian President Vytautas
Landsbergis insisted the nonbinding ballot would take place as
planned.
"Lithuania is in observance of
law ... and views the president's
decree as impermissible political
interference in the matters of the
sovereign Lithuanian state," he
said in a statement read by
spokeswoman Rita Dapkus.
The decree followed Gorbachev's order for new talks with
the Baltics and seemed a clear attempt to force Lithuanians to
seek independence only on the
Kremlin's terms. The decree did
not threaten any action if the poll
was held, indicating only that the
Kremlin would not accept its results.
"The poll and the attempt to
call it a 'plebiscite on the future of
the Lithuania state' (are) legally
invalid," his decree said, according to the state news agency Tass.
The poll "cannot be seen as
anything other than an attempt to

block ... the holding of a national
referendum on the question of
preserving the Soviet Union,"
said Gorbachev, who has called
for all 15 republics to vote March
17 on whether to preserve the
Union.
He ordered national authorities
and Soviet-controlled officials in
Lithuania to "ensure strict implementation" of the national referendum.
That referendum will ask: "Do
you think it is necessary to
preserve the Soviet Union as a
renewed federation of equal,
sovereign republics in which the
rights and freedoms of people of
all ethnic groups will be fully
guaranteed?"
The Lithuanian poll asks: "Do
you support the idea that Lithuania must be an independent,
democratic republic?"
Voters must answer "Yes" or
"No." Soviet experts have noted
that both questions are loaded to
elicit "Yes responses.
At least five republics have refused to hold referendums under
Soviet law, which they reject on
their territory.
Three of the republics, including Lithuania, scheduled alternative polls.

Marines prepare for attack Relentless allied bombing runs

WASHINGTON (AP) - A Marine task force is heading into the
Persian Gulf after wrapping up a
"dress rehearsal" amphibious
assault on the southern shore of
the Saudi Arabian peninsula,
Pentagon sources said.
Eight thousand Marines from
the seaborne task force pounced
on the coast of Oman near the
island of Masira, one of the sources said, "using every kind of
aerial assault, amphibious vehicle, helicopter and landing craft
they had."
The sources called the event a
"major exercise" that took place
over a two-week period. It was
the latest of four Marine Corps
exercises held since the Marines
arrived in Saudi Arabia in August.
The exercises are being staged,
March' Gras

Mardi

the sources said, to keep the amphibious warriors sharp in case
President Bush decides to mount
a land campaign against the
forces of Saddam Hussein dug
into Kuwait or Iraq.
Bush said Tuesday he would
make his decision on a ground assault based on recommendations
from his top military advisers,
but said he was skeptical that air
attacks alone would be enough to
drive the Iraqis out of Kuwait.
The Marine task force — composed of some 17,000 Marines — is
back on the water and "slowly
working its way north," said one
Marine Corps officer. "We intend
to keep Saddam awake, and let
him worry about where we might
land."
There will be more exercises,
the sources said, allowing the
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Marines and their flotilla of Navy
support ships to practice the timing and organization required for
the complex series of events that
make up a successful amphibious
landing.
In the event such a move is in
the offing, the Navy's two battleships —the USS Missouri and the
USS Wisconsin — are expected to
turn their huge 16-inch guns on
the shoreline in order to batter
Iraqi defenses prior to a land assault.

On Sunday, the Missouri destroyed an Iraqi command and
control center in Kuwait by lobbing seven rounds of its
2,000-pound shells ashore — the
first time the World War Il-era
warship used its guns in combat
since the Korean War.

March Gras

decrease Iraqi effectiveness
EASTERN SAUDI ARABIA
(AP) — Increasingly heavy allied bombing has cut the effectiveness of some of Saddam
Hussein's ground troops by
more than half, and more harsher punishment is planned in
the days ahead, a senior U.S.
Air Force officer said Tuesday.
The relentless U.S.-led bombing also is cutting supply lines
to Iraqi troops at "a pretty fantastic rate, said Col. John
McBroom, commander of the
First Tactical Fighter Wing.
In an interview with The Associated Press and two other

March Gras

Got An
Opinion?

International
Celebration

news organizations, McBroom
said more bombing runs are being aimed at Saddam's troops
each day. The allies are able to
concentrate on the troops because they are easing up on earlier targets, including Iraq's
nuclear and chemical facilities.
"Most of our sorties now are
geared toward attriting out the
people in Kuwait," McBroom
said, using the military euphemism for killing. "We're talcing
a very heavy toll on the troops.
... (The) Republican Guard
south through Kuwait, most of

the packages are going in that
area."

McBroom, whose wing flies
F-15 escorts for alhed bombers,
said the success of air attacks
on Iraqi troops had convinced
him that any plans for an allied
ground assault should be put on
hold.
"The air war is absolutely
getting to him," McBroom said.
"He's getting pounded. ... I
would hope we do not go in on
the ground until we have almost
completely obliterated him
from the air."

"Student on the Street"
opinions are being videotaped
11 a.m.-1 p.m. Thur. in the
Union Oval by the KEY Video
Yearbook.
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STARTS TODAY!!
Come join(lf|^f) in an international
atmosphere as we celebrate Mardi
Gras with special events all this week!
February 6 - 9,1991
TONIGHT
Grand Ballroom
7:30 p.m.
Thinking of 9
going abroad
Come hear the
facts & myths

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

DESSERT FEST
Enjoy the movie
6 - 9 p.m.
"Cinema Paradiso"|
Prout Hall Main Lounge
on us!!
Only 50c lets you
210 MSC
taste delicacies from
7:45. 10 p.m.
around the world!!

Saturday • February 9 • 7-12 p.m. • Grand Ballroom
Top off a week of entertainment at
the annual Mardi Gras celebration!
Enjoy festive international games,
music, ana foods. Play casino
games and use your "winnings" to
purchase great prizes,.or just come
to see the mystics and caricaturists.
Hear the Reggae band ana find
your way out of the maze! Solve the
mystery to win money, and much
more. There's something for
everyone!
Mardi

Gras

Mardi

Gras

Mardi

Gras

Mardi

Gras

World Renowned Illusionist and Magician

WALKING ON WATER
How does he do it?

TONIGHT
Wednesday, February 6th
at 7:30 p.m.
In Kobacker Hall
Tickets: $5.00
Sponsored By:
Campus Crusade for Christ

Mardi Gras
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Sports
Falcons try to stay
on roll against OU
by Chris Miller
sports writer

There is still hope.
Even though Bowling Green
trails Mid-American Conference
leader Miami by two games, the
regular season conference championship is still a possibility for
the Falcons.
BG (6-3) has won three straight
MAC contests to close within one
game of Eastern Michigan (7-2)
for second place. But with seven
MAC contests left, the Falcons
are going to need a little help to
get the top seed in the MAC Tournament March 8-10.
First, though, BG must take
care of some of the lesser teams
in the MAC before showdowns in
Anderson Arena against Eastern
(Feb. 16) and Miami (March 2),
something BG didn't quite do in
its first trip through the MAC
schedule.
The Falcons dropped a 57-56
decision at home against Toledo
two weeks ago when BG failed to
hold a 17-point lead for the second
straight contest. The loss may
end up costing BG in the long run.
At the time, Toledo was 2-4 in the

conference and probably won't be
a factor in the final MAC standings.
BG hopes it won't happen again
tonight as Ohio University tries to
avenge an earlier season loss to
the Falcons when OU shot only
25.9 percent from the field. BG
held a 21-point margin midway
through the second naif before
posting a 67-53 win Jan. 9 in Athens.
BG's senior forwards led the
Falcons. Joe Moore scored 18
points, while Steve Watson added
10 points and a career-high 15 rebounds.
Guard Kirk Whiteman, who
tossed in 11 points in the first OU
contest and has been a scoring
factor as of late, thinks the Falcons have overcome their early
season problems.
"We've learned from our mistakes," Whiteman said. "We're
doing the job now in games, when
before, like Eastern (Michigan),
we lost our composure. If we lose
our composure now, it's iust for a
little bit and we can get back to
playing like we were playing.
"I think it all sterns from the
great practices we've been
□ See Man, page 8.

Watson, Whiteman
spur winning streak
by Chris Miller
sports writer

One was nearly lost in the shuffle early in the season, the other
is usually unappreciated after
every game.
In any case, it seems as though
both have been found.
BG's 'Lost Boys,' junior guard
Kirk Whiteman and senior forward Steve Watson, have been
big reasons why the Falcons have
started to play like the team
picked to win the Mid-American
Conference in the preseason.
They are also two of the
reasons why BG has won three
straight in the MAC, despite losing two of the team's top scorers,
Clinton Venable (groin injury)
and Billy Johnson (dismissed
from team).
For Whiteman, it has been a
tale of two seasons. The first part
of the year, the 6-0 sharpshooting
Euard from Knoxville, 111. started
ut played little because of Johnson's scoring.
That, and a reccuring back injury that forced him to miss three
straight games in December,
placed Whiteman in the back of

Whiteman

Watson

coach Jim Larranaga's guard rotation.
Whiteman moved back into the
starting lineup against Western
Michigan Jan. 5 and played 18
minutes, but did not score. Since
then, however, his offense has
started to reappear.
An 11-point effort against Ohio
the following game was his first
double-digit scoring game of the
year. Excluding the Toledo
contest in which he did not score,
Whiteman has averaged nearly
eight points a game in his last
eight contests.
In fact, he's been getting better
and better. Against Ball State,
Whiteman buried all four of his
field goal attempts, including
three from the three-point line,
and finished with 11 points.
O See Falcons, page 8.

Greenbriar Inc.

Nordmann's play sparks BG
Sophomore forward, teammates ready to battle Bobcats
by Brian Dugger

sports writer

Andrea Nordmann has basketball in her blood.
Her father, Bob, played in the National Basketball Association
in the 1960s. Her 25-year-old brother, Eric, played at Central
Michigan and now plays professionally in France. Her other
brother, Matt, 22, started his collegiate career playing alongside
David Robinson at the Naval Academy but now plays at George
Washington.
"I usually get beat up when I play against them, but it's fun,"
Nordmann said. "They still have to let me know that they're better."
Against conference competition, there haven't been many
players that can match Nordmann's statistics. The sophomore
forward has been the mainstay on the Falcon basketball team so
far this year. She leads the team in scoring (12.7 points per
game) and rebounding (7.6 per game), and her .566 shooting
percentage leads the Mid-American Conference.
"She's improving her game and accelerating herself into a
new area," BG head coach Fran Voll said. "She's asserting her
talents and making use of what she has. She has the opportunity
to be one of the premier players in the conference."
Nordmann will use her talents tonight against Ohio University
in a game starting at 5:45 in Anderson Arena. It is a crucial
game for each team as positioning for the MAC tournament is
iust beginning. BG is tied for third in the conference at 5-4 and
the Bobcats are one game behind.
But it is an important game for Nordmann because OU beat
the Falcons 77-66 earlier in the year and she is ready for the rematch.
"We're all mad because we didn't play that well against them
the first time," she said. "We have to play for 40 minutes and we
have to play hard."
Playing hard is something that Nordmann has no problem of
doing. After she grabbed 14 rebounds against Toledo earlier in
the year, Rockets' coach Bill Fennelly said Nordmann, at that
point in the season, would get his vote for the MAC Player of the
Year.
Nordmann isn't too worried about the individual awards, but
rather the rewards she receives from winning.
"Everbody likes to win," she said. "If you don't want to win,
you shouldn't play the game. You shouldn't accept losing."
Not that she's lost much in her life. In her four years at Williamston High School in Michigan, Nordmanm led her team to a
71-18 record and in the process earned all-state honors as a junior and senior.
As a freshman, Nordmann played in 29 of the team's 31 games
and contributed 2.2 ppg, but she played behind Angie Bonner,
Heather Finfrock and Lori Albers making her playing time
sparse.
This year's a different story. Although only a sophomore,
Nordmann has been looked to for leadership.
"She has to be one of the people we can look to for leadership,"
Voll said.
Nordmann downplayed that responsibility.
"Whoever is out on the floor has to be a leader, so I guess I try
to be a leader in that situation," she said.
Although she is one of the conference's rising stars, Nordmann
knows basketball isn't the most important thing in her life. She is

■O Nmra/Jay Mutdock

Andrea Nordmann skies over a defender In an earlier game this
season. Nordmann Is averaging 12.7 points and 7.6 rebounds
per game.

an accounting major and carries a 3.2 grade point average.
"I see myself as a student first and an athlete second," she
said. "We're recruited as a player, but as a player who will get
flood grades. Women can't depend on basketball for their future
ike some men, so we have to get our degree so we can get a job."
Like her school work, Nordmann also takes pride in the Falcon
basketball tradition.
"Our program has always been successful, and that comes
from hard work. Every player likes to please their coach, but
they also have to please themselves ana if you work hard, you
feel better about yourself."
It sounds like pretty sound logic.

Send early. Stay late.

We ore leasing the following
locations for the Fall of 1991
• East Merry Avenue Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Frazee Avenue Apartments
• Buff Apartments
• Campell Hill Apartments

i

Call or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

352-0717
Hours:
M-F 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-l p.m.

224 E. Wooster St.

Beat out the competition this Valentines Day
with some terrific strategy. Just call your FTD" Florist and send the FTD Flower
Basket Bouquet. And to be sure your Valentine gets one, send it a da}' or two early.
And she may ask you to stay late.

•RrgMcrtdtradcimrkofFrn C1991 FTD
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hires Belichick
Falcons dominated in Cleveland
Modell compares new coach to a young Don Shula
loss to Michigan State
by Sebastian Canittwn

The men's tennis team was
looking to alter history a little
by defeating Michigan State
last Friday at the Spartan Tennis Center.
"It has been a long 10 years
since BG has beaten a team
from the Big Ten." head coach
Gene Orlando said.
Unfortunately, the Spartans'
quick start and overall strength
was too much for the Falcons to
handle as they lost 8-1 in their
first dual match action.
Freshman Todd Koehler, who
made it to finals of the MidAmerican Conference Indoor

Championships in Toledo, lost
to Brad Dancer in a hard-fought
three seta, M, 14. M. Freshman Richard Watson, sophomore Justin Overbolaer, and
senior Steve Mudre, all lost in
two sets in singles play.
Freshman Jim Snyder recorded the Falcons only win by
defeating Walter Vesikallio in a
grueling, three-set match.
Snyder lost the first set, but
Klayed outstanding in the final
»o sets to win 44, M.M.
At this point, BG had to
triumph in the next four matches in order to win. However,
this was easier said than done.
Freshman Jeff Huffman gave
it his best shot, but he lost to
Jim Fall in three sets, 6-4, 6-7,

6-4. Things got worse as Michigan State swept BG in all three
doubles matches.
Seniors Doug Dickinson and
Mike Teets gave BG ita best
showing in doubles, losing in
three sets (6-2,8-7,8-2) to Chris
Trumball and Brad Rosenbaum.
"We had chances to get back
into it, but we did not win pivotal matches at the end,'' Orlando said.
"This was our first attack
against a Big Ten team and we
did not fare too well," cocaptain Dickinson said. "We
will Just have to regroup and
prepare even harder for our
next Big Ten match against
Purdue/'

Men
G Continued from page 7.
having. They've been going so
well as of late."
FALCON NOTES:
HUGER MUST SIT - BG
guard Michael Huger will miss
tonight's contest after being ejected In Saturday's 76-64 win over
Western Michigan.
Huger and WMU guard Dai-rick
Brooks got involved in an altercation late in the first half and were
ejected. Under NCAA rules, any
player ejected for fighting must
sit out the following game. If the
player is ejected from another
game, he will not be allowed to
play the remainder of the season.
WEDNESDAYS WOW WATSON — Steve Watson, fresh off
being named MAC Player of the

Week, looks to continue his impressive play in Wednesday
contests. Over the last four
Wednesday games, the 6-9 forward is averaging 13.8 points and
12.5 rebounds.
ED SAYS 'NO' — Falcon center
Ed Colbert broke his own school
record for blocks last week with
five rejections. The blocks upped
Colbert's mark to 33 on the
season, two more than last year
when he set the record.
MORE ON THE BOBCATS OU possesses the MAC's second
leading scorer in 8-8 junior forward Lewis Geter. Geter is scoring at a 17.9 clip, while also pulling down 6.4 rebounds a game. He
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"Find your match

Connection
Fun!

From the "he looks familiar
department"— OU will start another Jamerson at the guard slot.
Tom, younger brother of last
year's MAC scoring champ Dave,
is not quite the scorer his brother
was.
Tom Jamerson is scoring 3.3
points per game, while Dave
pumped in 31.2 last year en route
to being a first-round NBA draft
pick.

Falcons

l_J

'

led OU with 14 points in the first
BG-OUgame.
The Bobcats will probably be
without second leading scorer
Dan Aloi. Aloi, a 6-7 junior, was
averaging 15.8 points and 5.5 rebounds a game.

or

Set Matched" Prizes!

Next Week-Fob 16, 1991
# Dance Contest ■&
^

Discover Kinko's
and copy your
true colors.

3 Continued from page 7.

Saturday against Western,
Whiteman wasn't as impressive
with his shooting percentage, but
his 14 points helped BG to its third
straight win.
"The guys have been getting
me the ball in a position where I
can score," Whiteman said. "It
was my fault at the beginning of
the season when I wasn't playing
much. My shot wasn't falling and
I really didn't take my role on the
team well. But now I'm staying
focused for the whole game."

by Chuck Melvin
AP sports writer

CLEVELAND — A few hours after he signed a
five-year contract with the Cleveland Browns,
months before his first game as an NFL head
coach, Bill Belichick was being compared to Don
Shula.
The 38-year-old Belichick appreciated the longterm deal. But he'd rather do without the comparison.
"To be compared to Don Shula really is a joke,"
Belichick said Tuesday. "I mean, the guy's a Hall
of Fame coach. I haven't coached one game in this
league. I hope he's not insulted."
Belichick's age, his background as a defensive
player and coach, and his northeastern Ohio roots
all reminded Browns owner Art Modell of Shula,
who grew up near Cleveland and first became an
NFL coach at age 32.
Belichick, an assistant with the New York
Giants the past 12 years, spent part of his youth in
nearby Hiram, where the Browns used to hold
their preseason practices.
"My father used to take me to Hiram College
when I was a boy to watch the Browns practice. I
remember seeing some of the greats like Jim
Brown, Lou Groza and Gary Collins," Belichick
said. "I'm tremendously proud to be here. The interest here is tremendous, as it is with the team I
was with."
Belichick replaces Bud Carson, who was fired
Nov. 5 after the Browns lost seven of their first
nine games.
Former offensive coordinator Jim Shofner finished the season as interim coach but took his
name out of the running for the permanent job because he was unable to halt the team's slide.
Cleveland's 3-13 mark was the worst in the franchise's 41-year NFL history, a shocking turnaround from five straight trips to the playoffs. Injuries and retirements depleted the offensive line
while contract problems wrecked morale on the
defense.
"I've been disappointed before, but I don't expect to be disappointed this time," Modell said.
We're not a 3-13 team, nor are we a 13-3 team. I
For Watson, it's been a completely different story. The 6-9
senior from Franklinville, N.Y.
has started every game this
season, but when it comes to getting the attention, it usually goes
to Venable and forward Joe
Moore.
Like Whiteman, though, Watson is starting to get recognized.
After a 19-point, 12-rebound
performance against Ball State
Wednesday, Watson followed that
with a 14-point, 12-rebound effort
Saturday against Western Michigan. For his accomplishments,

Women Seek Revenge
on WBGU 88.1 FM
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99*
Full Color Copy
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Bring this coupon into the Kinko's and receive 99* 81 /2
x 11" full color laser copies. Not valid with any other
oner. Good through March 31. 1991.

Ann Kleis
Kelley Kreinbrink

\Lora Battler
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Watson was named MAC Player
of the Week.
"The guys are finding me in the
low block where I can score,"
Watson said. "They're getting the
ball to me and Ed (Colbert) inside and that's why we're starting
to play better inside."
Watson has averaged 12.1
points and 10.5 rebounds during
the last eight contests to improve
his season marks to 9.8 points and
7.5 rebounds a game.
But that's not all that has improved in Watson's game. He has
converted 25 out of his last 26 free
throw attempts to improve to 82.4
percent on the season after finishing 18th in the nation last year
with an 86.9 mark.
Watson is also second on the
team in minutes played (564) and
assists (53) and has been a big

reason why opposing MAC teams
have shot less than 37 percent
against the Falcons.
Watson, along with Ed Colbert
and Tom Hall, have helped shut
down two of the MAC's leading
scorers in Eastern's Marcus
Kennedy and Western's Jim Havrilla.
Kennedy was averaging more
than 19 points a contest, but managed only seven, while Havrilla
entered Saturday's contest scoring 18 points a game, but with
Watson covering him most of the
contest, he could only muster
seven points.
"Steve has been doing an excellent job in practice," Whiteman
said. "I think that's where it's
been coming from. Each game,
his play in practice just carries
over to the game."

J
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E.G. TAXI
352-0796
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[Shannon Anderson
\ Heather Auble

\Amy Dekay
Jenica Dickinson

The younger Belichick, who attended Wesley an
University in Connecticut, began his NFL coaching career as an assistant with Baltimore in 1975.
He moved to Detroit as an assistant in 1976, then
went to Denver in 1978 before joining the Giants
under Ray Perkins in 1979. He remained in New
York when Bill ParcelLs took over as the Giants'
head coach in 1983.
Belichick is the eighth head coach in Browns'
history, not counting two interim coaches.
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17,ChiourOmega
Congratulates
New Sisters on their

i Jenny Buell

Modell recognized the danger in comparing Belichick to Shula, but he did not back away from it.
"I hope the analogy holds up," Modell said.
A native of Nashville, Tenn., Belichick is the son
of Steve Belichick, a former fullback with the Detroit Lions and a long-time assistant coach at the
U.S. Naval Academy.
The elder Belichick played football at Western
Reserve University in Cleveland and coached at
Hiram, and he got to know Indiana basketball
coach Bob Knight at the Naval Academy. Knight
called Modell to give an unsolicited recommendation for Belichick, Modell said.
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Tune in as BG's women want revenge with OU. Game
time is 5:30 pm with the men's game set for 7:45 pm.

Sandi Bielanski

think we are a competitive team. I will not give
him nor myself a time frame. I tried that before
and it doesn't work."
Belichick's prospects of becoming a head coach
were enhanced by the Giants' defensive performance last season, including their 20-19 Super Bowl
win over the Buffalo Bills on Jan. 27.
Modell chose Belichick over several other candidates, including Los Angeles Raiders quarterbacks coach Mike White, former Los Angeles
Rams defensive coordinator Fritz Shurmur, Seattle special teams coach Rusty Tillman and Kansas
City defensive coordinator Bill Cowher.
"Prior to taking this job I had very lengthy discussions with Art and other front office members," Belichick said. "I feel very comfortable
with Art and how the organization works and I feel
we can win with it.
"I want to be involved in all facets. I've coached
offense, I've coached defense, and I've coached
special teams. Everybody is going to work
together and we are going to get it done. I want an
aggressive, hustling team with a good work ethic."

J

Maria
Blendea

BG News
Salesperson of the Week
Jan. 28 - Feb. 1, 1991

Enjoy Better Living in '91 With

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Rental Office located at Cherrywood
Health .Spa
phone:. 352-9378

We can satisfy your apartment needs from
efficiencies to two bedroom.
FEATURES

Piedmont
Birchwood
Haven House

2 bedroom- Vfy baths
Furnished- Wall to wall carpet
Extra large closets- Linen closet
Gas heat and cooking
Laundry areas in each building
Patio area- Grills available
Sound-conditioned interior

All residents will have membership
privileges to Cherry wood Health Spa
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Classifieds
REPRODUCTIVE

FREEDOM OISCUSSION
SERIES
7:30 WEDNESDAY UCF FELLOWSHIP HALL
FILM AND GUEST SPEAKER MARY ALEXANDER
DISCUSS PARENTAL NOTIFICATION LAWS.

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
A MA
PROUDLY PRESENTS
MARKETING WEEK
Tonight at 7:30 In 4000 BAA will be ■ dlecue»ion led by Phil Marquerl Irom Package Factof a, Inc. Free A opan to all.
The Power of Marketing

BGSU SKI CLUB
HOLIDAY VALLE V. MARCH 8-10
$115CALL 353 5570
ASK FOR DREW OR KEN
Congratulations LORI FOURNIER on your lava
earing to SAE JOHN LAMMERTM We wish you
the best!
Love.
Your Chi Omega Slsiers

What Motivation Madness
When Feb 6 at 6 00 pm
Where Ohio Surte. Union
Speaker Tom Watson. Director ol Personnel
Development from Marathon 0*1 Company
Topic Motivation A Serf Esteem
For reservations, call Student Services at
372-2843

ATTENTION ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENTS
Share your enthusiasm with perspective BGSU
students' Become a CAMPUS TOUR GUIDE!
Aopfccattons are now available m 110 McFall
Center Due Feb. 6 Let others follow your
lead-apply today'

Current Mortar Board Members:
Please don't forget chapter tonight at 9 30 in
103 BA1 Your attendance is mandatory for upcoming selections Thank you for you support
Deadline Extended
For 1991 92 Step 1 Peer Leader
Appecahons due Feb 8
Publ* Relations
Pubke Service
Peer Listening
These experiences and more await you
at the Prevention Center. 310 Student Svcs
372-2130

'World Watch'' • Everyone Welcome'
International Relations Organization MeetIngGet Involved ■ panel discussions, speakers A
much more'
EVERY WED 7:30 pm 114 ED
For more info cal Nancy 352-6725

Attention Graduate Student■
Any graduate student currently registered at
BGSU ts 6)10*16 to compete lor the SHANKLIN
AWARD Any lorm of original research while at
BGSU is eligible lor consideration Deadline tor
submission la 5.00 pm Friday. February 22.
1991 Contact the GSS Office lor more mlor
matton 300 McFall Center 372-2426

Dear Alexander.
Remember our talk about the possibility of a Military Draft?1 Wen. I ve heard through the grapevine that HSA A HP are co-sponsoring a program which addresses many of the possibilities
about which we are unsure The program is on
Monday. February 11th at 7 00 pm It's be«ng
held in 121 West Han Let's plan on going'
See you there' Jennifer

LOST & FOUND

Attention1 AM students required to take Ele Ed
Methods courses (EDCI 350. 351. 352. 353.
355. 656) must apply for methods the semester before enrolment' Deadline to apply tor
summer OR Fan 1991 Ele Ed Methods
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 12TH, 5 00 PM Application lorms available in 529 Edge

Found very
354-4182

young

puppy

on

1-28

Call

Lost Basketball - Lost m Eppler South
last Sunday kutiale on ball - WDH Call Keith at
352-3768

College of Education A Allied Professions
SCHOLARSHIPS
Several scholarship awards lor the 1991 ■ 92
academ»c year are being offered lo students in
the College of Education A Allied Professions
Application forms are available now in the
Dean's Office. 444 Education Bldg Completed
forms must be returned by March 1

DISCOVER FRANCE: Who will put you first In
line? You got It. The Summer Study Program
In France offers personal growth and enrichement and enhances the opportunity for
employment. Informational meeting on Wed.
Feb. 0 at 0:00 pm in BAA 1008. Open to all.

SERVICES OFFERED
DON T LOSE YOUR RENTAL DEPOSIT'
HAVE DAMAGES REPAIRED1
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE CALL SEAN
352-7763, LEAVE MESSAGE

COME ONE! COME ALL'
OSE A Happy Hours
Quarter's Cafe
Fn Feb 6th

Don't Pledge a Fraternity,
Join A Brotherhood!
Rush Lambda Chi Alpha
Why put up with pledging?
Our Associate Member Program
treats you as an equal.
•No Interviews
•No Signatures
-No Tests
-NoHAZWG!
See the difference Lambda Chi makes
-3 Time Successive Greek Week Champs
-Winner 1988-90 Chapter Excellence Award
(Formerly Chapter of the year)
-Tops In Grades 10 Straight Sems.
Rush Lambda Chi Alpha
Mon.. Feb. 4 - 7:00 pm
Tues.. Feb. S - 7:00 pm
Thurs.. Feb. 7 ■ 7:00 pm
At Ihe Lambda Chi Alpha House
In Old Fraternity Row

PREGNANT?
We can help Free pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center. Call 354-HOPE

S-8pm
DRY DOCK LIVEl
Yes. kve Irom the famed Dock stage. DRY
DOCK & WFAL present WFAL Night A night of
games, fun. A prizes is slated for Sat Feb 9
from 9 pm to 1 am. as WFAL presents their version of "Love Connection'' Come find your
match or get matched Sat if questions call
WFAL Then warm up those feet as we see who
can dance A who can't with a good or Dance
Contest Come torn the fun at DRY DOCK

Wildotyping $1 25apage 352 3356after 5
pm

PERSONALS

Get to the PoirHI
Come and see whet Cedar Point
is all about'
Info Night
February 6th
204Mosety
8:30 p.m.

'" KD Denise Smith KD ■"
Congratulations on being our new PX officer
You did a great job on Saturday
KD KD KD KD KD KO KD KD KD

Cotton A Savarise
IS your man like a frozen dinner, all put together
but too cold? G*ris pop em m the micro A warm
them up!!
Guess????

•" Dave Honeycutt " *
Beaus and Arrows''
Only tour more days'
Aro you ready?'

HOW TO BE A MILLIONARE'I
SALES CAREER FORUM
Wed Feb 6 5 30 pm
The Assembly Room • McFall Center
Speaker DAN KIRK BG ALUM
SPONSORED BY PI SIGMA EPSILON

• ■ Freddie and Frieda have been kidnapped'' *
Clue «1 tor MardlGras
Freddie and Frieda are being held north ol the
warm line and east ol Ihe time line

JOIN REACH OUT'
A Social Service Organization
9PM Wednesdays. 200 Mosley

A Bahamas Party Cruise. 6 days only $279!
Jamaica A Florida 6 days $299' Daytona $159!
Panama City $99' Cal Spring Break Travel
1-800-638-6786.

MDA Superdance Meeting
Friday at 4 30
Student Services Building
4th floor courtroom

ATTENTION ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENTS
Share your enthusiasm with perspective BGSU
students' Become a campus tour guide! Applications are now available m 110 McFall
Center Due Feb 6 Let others follow your
lead-apply today'

PHI ALPHA DELTA WILL NOT BE MEETING
THIS WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 6

N Prospect

DRY DOCK LIVEl
Yes. live from the famed Dock stage DRY
DOCK A WFAL present WFAL Night A night ot
games, fun. A prizes is slated for Sat Feb 9
Irom 9 pm to 1 am. as WFAL presents their version of 'Love Connection" Come find your
match or gel matched Sal If questions cal
WFAL Then warm up those feet as we see who
can dance A who can't with a good ol' Dance
Contest Come torn Ihe fun atDRY DOCK
FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
Meeting Wed Feb 6 6 00 McFall
Tamara from HOUSE of HILTON will speak
We'll be making a Peace Chain for
UNlCEFwithUAO

Trouble Finding Parking Both
ON and OFF Campus?

! PARKING SPflC€S !

Parking Spaces for Rent

i—r
516

516

3

Thurstin Ave.

r

Across from the tracks ot €ost
Merry ot the sight of the old Heinz
Factory $20.00 per semester

Call 352-0717

fbUcwTte leader*.

StfiHa, Thl ZpsUon.
Tuesday, January 29 Wednesday, January, 30
All Sports Psyche-Up
Go-Greek Night
Monday,February 4
Pride of Toledo Night

Tuesday, February 5
Ice Cream Social

Thursday, February 7
Invite Only
7 - 9 each night

for more info: 2-2795

ADOPTION
Coaege grad s heppey married
childless wish to adopt white
newborn from twthmother with
Similar background College
education a stable home with
an abundance ol love is assured
Please help us make our dream
come true AH methcal A legal
expenses paid

HOW TO BE A MKHONARE'!
SALES CAREER FORUM
Wed Feb 6 5 30 pm
The Assembly Room McFal Center
Speaker DAN KIRK-BG ALUM
SPONSORED BY PI S1QMA EPSILON

BGSU SKI CLUB MEETING
TONIGHT 9 PM 1 14 BA
2ND SNOWSHOE PAYMENT DUE

BGSUBLOODMOBILE
THIS WEEK at the COMMONS

Kappa Delta VIP s
We are behmg you 10OS Keep
up that KD Spirit"
KD KD KD KD KD KD
KD Tract MtgUorinoKD
Congratulations on betftg our
new houae manager"
KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD

HAVE A HEART GIVE BLOOD

Are you a computer science or MIS me(or
looking for an Internship or co-op? Be sure to
sign up tor summer positions at the Co-op
Office, 238 Admin Bldg. Deadlines tor many
good positions are fast approaching!
FRESHMEN! SOPHMORES!
GET INVOLVED!
Become a Step 1 Pew Leader
Apply at the Prevention Center
310 Student Svscs Applications due
Feb8. 1991

it's not too late to apply to be a Step 1
peer leader CHECK IT OUT!!
Prevention Ctr. 310 Student Svcs 372-2130
G Ph. B G Phi B
Congrats Sheri Gnlkot on your lavafcermg to
ONU Sig Ep Scott Schlosser I krv ya' Your
Roomie
GPh. B
GAY/LESBIAN INFORMATION LINE
tf you have questions about homosexuality or
Lesbian and Gay Alliance meetings, cal
352-LAGA (352-5242) Irom 7-10 pm Mon
days. Wednesdays, and Fridays Thursday's
LAGA Meeting will be a joint meeting with the
University ol Toledo's new gay student group
Carpools are available
Have you Signed up for UAO's Spring Break trip
yet? Join aU the others m a tropical get-away to
Key West Only $385 tor hotel A transports
ten' 2-2343 lor more information
HEY WE MOVED'
BGSU BLOOD MOBILE; THIS WEEK
(Feb 4-8) in the
COMMONS 11 5 PM

MORTAR BOARD
Hey nemg seniors
have you p*cked up
your appecatton yet
*i 425 Student Services?
Hurryt They're due M
5 pm on Friday'
NEVER AGAIN

KAPPA DELTA has some AWESOME
Rho CrVs lor 1991' Congratulations to
Beth Hutchlns, Amy Matchers, and Sheila
Wilton

Confidential
CaHCoeecl
305 341 5901

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
Men's Obfa RacquetbeJ - Feb 8

KKQ • KKG ' KKG
We love our continuing pledges' Keep SmAng"
Love the actives'
KKG " KKG * KKG
Kappe Officers
Old A New' Gel psyched lor officer trameig this
Sat Feb 9 at 9 am"
MATT DICKMANHappy 2 year anniversary1
I'm thttking of you today'
•Love. Mlllll

y»»»»a

NEVER AGAIN
NEVER AGAIN
NEVER AQAIN
NEVER AGAIN
P.S.S.T.
You are so pool"

Hey CM-O VIP'S

Reminder Take pert this week in UAO's International Celebration
Tonight International Lecture
Thursday Deeeertfeet
Friday "Cinema Parackeo
Saturday interTvstkjneJCeMbrehon
Resume Materiel1
Academics'
Credits'
Placement Assistant Positions Available
360 Students Services
Apply By Februarys

continued on page 10
M»»»»»»»#»»»##»#»»»##»»»»<M

Bowl *N' Greenery"
All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00

$3.99
$4.50

e Soup 'n' Salad
e Hot Entrees
e Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
e Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only lor on campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day tor oH campus students

MEL T THE WINTER AWAY!
WITH FREE GAS FOR
HEATING & COOKING AT

WINTHROP
TERRACE
APTS.
PH. 352-9135

THE BG NEWS

Wednesday. February 6. 1991

Classifieds
SPB1NOBBEAK SAILING BAHAMAS
46 n luxury YacNa Onxapa of e to 6 Savajn
Days Baraloor SaAng ma Banamaa S4M 00
•men incaxMa prtvata oH\ 1 naa SPflMQ-

continued from page 9
•AltMtfTA
RUtHMFTA
RUIHMTA
HUSH Bf IA

BREAK

HOTLINE

1-BOO-SM-7245

YOU. BOSU PEACE COALITION ANO BGSU
BLOOO MOBILE CAN SAVE LIVES''

ANV-

T»*E
Start a traoxton'
ma Town'
• UPTOWNpraaanta (tool Roi
aj raw long
Thuradaya
NO Covor ova> 21
St undor21 at MM'

FEB 4TH 8TH
IN THE COMMONS
It 00 AM- 500 PM

POCK

SAVE 1200
on CO •. tap**. All aniiu. mi..
mt laoala aaallabta al rMucM
rilti Purchaaa coupon boo*Iota Irom
any momoajr of Alpha Sigma Phi or cad
377-2959 Alpha Sloma Phi la a proud
aponaar ol SAMS
StiKlonla Agalnat Mulllpia Sclaroala

Tha BOSU Procraatinator'a Club haa poatponod
na Fab maaltng Tha March moating wfl ba in
con|unction with tha Anarchy Soclaty
Rooart a Rutoa of Ordar" aril bo topic

SPRING BREAK 1B81
Jean thouaanda ol coaaoa arudanta in Daytona
Boach or Cancun. Manco Packagaa atarting
irom tag 00 US Canaan
Or gam/a a group and travaa lor troa
CalRobatSIS t 800 2851 798
Spring Iraaa it
Daytona and Cancun
Daytona SMS 00
Cancun tagg 00
Cal now' Tnpa ara going laal'
Doug or PM al 354 2000

Tha Slatara of Alpha Oamma Darta would IHia
to oongratulata MachaHa Hodman on har
paarllng to Jim Schaafla*. Wa'ra vary happy
loryoull

THIS WEEK AT OOO0 1
WED-1 HIS YEAR S FAD
THURS: ALTERNATIVE DANCE"
FRI: WAREHOUSE WITH QUEST
PSYCHO BILLY CADILLAC
SAT EMI RECORDING ARTISTS
SECOND SELF
WITH GUEST RANDOM SOUl

only-St IS-only
Call Brian at 1SS-0000
10:00 • 5 00 dally
CALL NOW 11
SPAING BREAK DAYTONA
Fun m the aun on the Boach In our Now Fla>
mingo Inn Rated AAA exceeant Cal now
I 904 252 1412

YOU. BOSU PEACE COALITION AND BOSU
BLOOD MOBILE CAN SAVE UVES"

FEB 4TH ■ 8TH
IN THE COMMONS
It 00 AM 5 00PM

Tired of the same old thing? Wei. grab your
swimsml and head tor Panama Crty' Spend 8
days 7 nights on the beautiful white beaches
You will be located right m tha heart ol al the
action • Miracle MHO Resort' Don't delay1 Spots
a/e going last'"
Call Jean "4-LOTS" of fun at Spring Break
'01II {That's 354 5887)

Thursday-Saturday
Feb. 7-9

ACCOUNTING MAJORS!!! United Telephone
In ManaflakJ Is soaking coop students
Excellent position Housing Is available. Call
372-24S1 or atop by the Coop Office In 236
Admin. Btog.

WSOS is accepting appfecanona lor Day Cere
Coordinator $5 70 per hour, part-time, 20 hra
per week. 40 whs per year Degree In eerty
chddhood or comparable degree; experience
with preschool age children Apply to Ursula
Derwsoff. WSOS POBox 94. Portage. OH
43451 EOE

FOR SALE

WANTED

BE ON T V many needed lor commercials
Now hiring al ages For casting mlo Cal (815)
779-7111 Ext T-883

81 Citation Automatic AC 4 door $400 cash
Call Teresa 353-2969 or 354-6384

Garages for car storage, etc Close to campus.
Umiltidacifss Call _Slnv» Smith 352 691 T _

1 fm n/s roommate needed 91-92 school
yaar Prater quart yat triondty person Cal
2-4438/4520-leaven

Ba one of the 1st ten to begin taking orders for
AVON on campus in'91 and receive $25 worth
of FREE products Cal Sandy 3520373

Everything in house for sale (eg beds, dressers, book shelves, etc ) Cal Theresa

House lor Rent • 91 92 School Year $600 mo
ft UIH Fifth A Elm 874-5964

Female subleesers ASAP Brand new apartment Columbia Court
Own Room Cal
354-3285

CONSTRUCTION JOBS now hinng al positions Both skilled 6 unskaWd Male 6 Female
openings For info cal (615)779-5505 Ext
J255

FOR SALE
1986 Pontiac Sunbird FE black 5 speed, sunroof, rear defrost, low mileage, very wen kept
$4500 CaH Dianne 353-4773

Houses for rent 2 a 3 bedrooms 1991-1992
school year CaH 352-2330 or 354-2654 after
6 00 pm

For Sato 2 Round Trip Tickets from Toledo to
Ft Lauderdale March 22-31 Asking 300 a
piece For more information cal 372-4388 ask
for Heidi or Barb

LIVE DOWNTOWN!
1 ft 2 BR unfurn apts
Gracious quiet living
Prices from $280 mo
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S Main, 352-5620

Female rmt needed mimed Low rent Good location Smoker welcomed Cal 352-5428

ENTHUSIASTIC INDIVIDUAL OR STUDENT
ORGANIZATION to promote the two most popular Spring Break destinations Daytona Beech
and Cancun Mexico Earn tree trips and cash
$$$$iii Cal now 1-800-265-1799 Student
Travel Services

Roommate needed Immediately Own room,
rentneg Cal 354-6744 leave message
Sublaaaar needed to eharo 2 Bdr apt 5 01 '8
91 own bdrm No deposit reg Rent Is Neog
Cal 352-9501

Excellent Income! Easy Worki Assemble
products at home Cal Nowi 1 -801 -388-8242
ext H2593, 24 hours

Wanted. Needed Roommate Spring semester
Gred student opportunity Own Bedroom
Shave utilities, undergrad okay too Cal
352-5803 - leave message

HOME TYPISTSIPC USERS NEEDED!
$35,000 POTENTIAL! FOR DETAILS CALL
1-601-396-8242 EXT. C 2S93 24 HOURS.
MAC Production Artist lor Design Firm
Flexible hours Send resume. Xerox samples.
and write to PO Box 56 Wstervile. OH
43566
Nanny needed this summer lor professors
Energetic 7yr old daughter Car necessary. Cal
after 5 pm 352-8901

BLITZEN

!

AosseuSo^

If you are looking to buHd an Al Stereo Rack
System start out with the best: A BOSE
receiver 150 watts • channel $300 or best
offer Cal Jim 354-6680
York 310 lbs Olymp'C weight set and bench.
$300/otter Jim 354-5680

FOR RENT

Ready to seme down in quieter surroundings?
710 St. 2 bedroom unfurn heat ft AC paid
352 3445

d=

eff*

= Mrt>Mr7E7?
MUSK Cd

by John Boissy

LOCAL. tMV HOr-ifL
lOCKikJO **>*■ Da CYNIC*/

1 AM OR. SYRUP M-fc
OaaJa Dr.fN»ar)C«l"llt«AL.
GCNIUSj

WHO ARE TO/?/,
MV OTveXA

Weu. ...-rats,
Da». S.VHU**... dr. Syrwp. .
Hatv.<«CNtr fbo THCNLrrSAI I.
TMA-r foieo TO TOEN
icrpto ctrv INTO A
<3lO> Pii-fT CSV MAPI
M»v»LJE syatop V

UWAS

U-S..TMACT

i-ie

W(5t,twMAr
tXS fco UJAKT

Three rooms tor rent and a basement, plus use
of kitchen month to month basis $165-$240
including utilities. 2 blocks from campus Cal
Chris at 372-5123
WANTED
2 female nonsmoking roommates for 91-92
school yea/ 2 bdrm GREAT LOCATION' CH
352-5209 after 4pm Ask for Debbie or Uaa
We're now leasing for the new rental season 1,
2. and 3 bedroom units Yes we alow pets Cal
354-8800 between 1 30 and 5:00 pm

Valentine's Day

Sweets or Flowers?
Why not both?
Order your "personalized ice cream pie
and receive a free carnation.
Order by Feb. ll al ihe Union Soda
Shoppe or call 372-2641 S8.50 cash or
Quantum 90 card

Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
is seeking

FIT-FOR-ALL LEADERS
FQDI

Fatman

Sublease Discount 1 Bedroom apt Available
ASAP Cal for details at 352-3785
Available

Valentine's Day

WIT'S CRIMINAL! A" FAKE I.D.
WHAT WAS I THINKING?MAN,

WCMAftt
fvaiLCo.

Seniors ft Grads
Specious two bed lurn/unfurn
Gas heat A/C Laundry Parking 354-6036
Start $390 month

709 Fifth
2 BR BRAND NEW apts
2 ful baths ft dishwasher
91/28 12mo leases
Isundry facHttss
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
326 S. Main. 352-5820

by Chuck Bost

i'^ZP

Roommate Wanted
Own bedroom, $225/
month plus utilities Smoking ft Drinking permitled Call Sieve 354-5766

520 EAST REED
2 BR apts 9 112 mo leases
tree water ft sewer
across from campus
laundry facilities
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Main, 352-5620

TODAY AT
7:15 - 9:15 (R)

THINK I'VE ACTUALLY
'HApAREAL life SXPERlENCF
» WUT TIME .'a tlj
HON COULp / BB 50 5TVPIP?^A ZEAL OLLEQE EXPERIENCE.J^^m gmm<sm
klOW- \LLNEVm 00 mT^Jk^t{vEljrmc^loN!
/ COULEE: 6orTEti ARzesrm
AeAiAf,
THAT6LH RE'Auy 6AVEME A PR&K,

One 8 Two BR fum. apts 9 ft 12 mo. and summer leases avail S ft V Rentals 500 Lehman
(next to bus Station) 352-7454

2-4 person. 2 bedroom apt tor school year
91-92 Cal Lisa at 353-9554 or Jen at
3544060

6 bdrm house Close to campus
May 1 yr lease Phone 353-3855.

Entropy

Non-smoking female roommate needed immedtately First month rentFREE CaB 354-4496

One bdrm apt avail IMMEDIATELY CtoMtO
campus-corner of Ridge ft Thurstin A/C, free
cable $350/mo Can Cindy 352-4483 or
Valerie 354 8292

the Michael Katon
Band

* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

Moving off campus next fall?
Try 704 5th St for a good Irving experience
352-3445 Summer rates too

2 bdrm apt for rent now Cal 352-5058 before
5 or 354-2275 after 5 ft ask lor Jerry

BOWLING CHI IN '111 -117,1

Starts Feb 15th
Chevy Chose - John Candy
Nothing 8ut Trouble

Efficiency apt very nice, sublet for summer
190 per month utilities included
Call
354-6099

Help* My Bursar bill came in. please buy my CD
player cheap - cal 352-5289

CLA-ZEL THEATRE

Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

AT THE

DAG Rentals
Apartments for 1991-92 school year 12
month leases starting May or August Al within
3 blocks of campus From $395 ' month Cal
287-3233 or 287-4255

4 tool Python, 20 gal tank, heating pad. water
disk, for $200 0.B0 VERY FRIENDLY.
MAKES A QOOD PET. Call Brian at 372-4551
MUST SELL

HOURS:

JKOJ4 uf»

•01/803
2 BR turn ft unfum apta
free heat, water ft sewer
9 112 mo leases
laundry fac-Wies
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Main. 352-5620

BE ON TV many needed tor commercials
Now hamg al ages For casting info Cal (615)
779 711 I Exl T-883

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1 00 cover after 9:30

ffj,» MfStspuooi ViGumj

1.2. A 3 bedroom apta for summer a '91
school year Exceeant locationa Oetaas at
353-3162

83 Dodge Charger ■ Clean, good cond . power
brakes. AM'FM $500CaH3M 749ft

352-9951

Wednesday, Feb. 6

NW Ohio Company looking tor pt time personnel with excelenl writing s**s to edit monthty
newsletter Would prefer Engtoh / Journalism
major
II interested call Joe at
1 800-222 7126

525 Manvtfe 3 BR houae - $520 a u«
530 Manvtaa • 2 BR house — *375 « u«
605 5Th . Apt B 2 Bfl apt $300 a utt
12 month teases only starting in May
Steve Smrth' 35?-fltt17

ASSEMBLERS Excellent Income to assemble
products from your home. 50A-646-170O
DEPT P6255.

HOWARD'S club H
210 V Main

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Private, coed, summer camp ai Pocono Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohetan. PO
Box 234BG Kan*»ortn NJ 07033 1908)
276 0998

National retail corporation needs marketing
me|ors for training program In aalea and
operations. Contact Coop Program, 236 AoV
mlmBldg. ASAPI'I

"Spring Sraak Tra»al Scout an 1 75 giada
Liats 1100 major raataurants. aarvica stations
& hotels exit by anil at over 225 ants from
Michigan to Florida Only S6 05' Ramit to Tha
Wauat Group PO Boa 30158. Cincinnati. OH
45230

ThaU Chi
CongratiAartona John Holm. Tom Quyor.
Jaymaa OokMnMh. Kavin Talopo. and Matt
Marty lor winning tha PM Sajmr- Kappa 3 on 3
BaaxalDal phaanthropy
ThalaChi

SMINOMEAKI
Panama City loach Florida

Health Club .n Ponysburg needs ■ filne** oriented mdiwduai to work w front desk derv to assist m other areas Pi time, up to 20 hra / wh
Contact Joan at 16746442

HELP WANTED

E©CT©« . i AM HCJKC TO
luekcoHe voo Q«\ck: IKOTID

Those selected must be ENTHUSIASTIC,
ENERGETIC & FIT!!
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED:
*

Pick up and complete application at the SRC
Main Office February 11-15th

*

Sign up for interview & fitness test February
18-22nd

*

Fit-For-All workshop - Saturday, February 23

*

Fitness Audition - Saturday, March 2nd

THE

Fbi_t> ... car C«IM« / HYTiieoeaViurt
FVfOSCCX , OOCTQA. T coaauT i-r/

?X
Cs-A-vSZ Of* Oasl

kJMATTA STOoP"b PUka-l
MO EiM[SSI..~o SiAVY/

T

For nort information contact Linm Mina.111 it 372-2711 or 372-7412

— by J.A. Holmgren

5:15-

GET WHAT YOU WANT
R. E. Managment
"Quality Off- Campus Housing"
• 841 Eighth St.

•Summer Rentals

«313 N. Main St.

• 733Manville

• 825 Third St.

• 701 Fourth St

• 755 Manville

*317 N. Main St.

• 315 N. Main St.

• 777 Manville

• Campus Manor

• Rockledge Manor

505 Clough

840/850 Sixth St.

CALL US TODAY
M-F8-5
352-9302

■

■ 2-v rf-.'.- ;-;•_-•.-..•.-.--.-.- ■-.-

- ----. --.-;

113 Railroad St.

